G I Z A

G I Z A

LUXOR - A distinctive mix of 6 randomly-blended deco pieces, designed exclusively for use with Giza, or as its own field tile assortment.

3”x12” BULLNOSE
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION TABLE
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

TEST

AVG.RESULTS

Visible Abrasion Resistance

ASTM C1027

4

Water Absorption

ASTM C373

0.10%

Staining Resistance

ASTM C650

Class A

Dynamic C.O.F.

BOT 3000

.52

MOHS

7

Breaking Strength

ASTM C648

406 lbf

There are some architectural traditions that have withstood more than the test of time — they have endured through
millennia to become the wonders of the modern world. In Mediterranea’s latest porcelain tile series, the extraordinary lands
and monuments of ancient Egypt are honored in GIZA - a series that draws upon thousands of years of history to deliver a
unique offering to today’s designers.
In creating GIZA, Mediterranea’s design team visited historic lands in North Africa to gain inspiration for this unique concept.
Stones, weathered by centuries of sandstorms and blazing heat were carefully selected and replicated to create a perfect
blend of colors and patterns. The finished look is worthy of the treasures unearthed in the pyramids of the pharaohs.
Paired with GIZA is the perfect design companion — a set of 6 unique deco tiles called LUXOR. These decos are packaged
seperately, and can be mixed with GIZA, or installed as its own unique field tile. The graphic background randomly shifts
within each tile, so any installation of LUXOR decos results in a beautiful blend of colors and patterns - reminiscent of the
hyroglifics and carvings found in the ancient land of Egypt.
GIZA is manufactured in the USA in the easy-to-install 12”x12” format, sized perfectly for these uniquely-weathered graphics.
Also available are mosaic sheets and bullnose trim to complete the design package. Now you can bring the treasures of
ancient Egypt into your personal decorating concept with GIZA - designed exclusively by Mediterranea.
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